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INTRODUCTION

During the last years, many real-time services
using the Internet have been deployed. They are
very challenging for current network infrastruc-
tures, as they have to deliver information with
low latency from the origin to the destination.
Although they do not frequently use big amounts
of bandwidth, they usually generate high rates of
small packets.

Two of the most popular genres are the Mas-
sive Multiplayer Online Role Playing Games
(MMORPG) and First Person Shooters (FPS).
The former ones create a virtual world in which

thousands of people can simultaneously play.
Every single player manages a character, which
can obtain new abilities and powers. This game
genre requires reliability, but not very high inter-
activity, since the fights are not based on shoot-
ing but on the powers of each character. This is
why these games mainly use TCP. Session times
are usually long.

FPSs are typically played by some tens of
gamers sharing a virtual scenario where they
have to kill enemies or accomplish a mission.
Each user has a weapon, which can be improved
according to the results of the game. The time of
a match can be short, but users play a number of
matches in a session. The real-time requirements
are strict, as the movements and shots are very
fast and frequent, so they use UDP. These games
are typically developed for high-end desktop PCs
and consoles, as smart graphic cards are
required.

FPSs use client-server architectures. Some
reasons for this are the convenience of maintain-
ing the consistency of the game, synchronization,
and cheating prevention. Other reasons are sim-
ply commercial: game providers can charge for
use or sell the server software.

Every time a new title is released, game pro-
viders have to be prepared to support it, which
means servers with high processing capacity and
high-bandwidth networks. Thus, the server can
be a bottleneck introducing a limitation on the
number of simultaneous players unless the devel-
oper has previously overprovisioned the
resources.

The gamers are very difficult to satisfy: in [1]
a study of their behavior was presented, and the
conclusions are that they do not tend to be loyal
to a server, and they have very little patience: if
a server does not work properly, they go to
another and never return. Another problem is
the unfairness that can be caused when the
delays of the players are different. Some games
solve it by increasing the delay of the rest of the
users.

All in all, there is a need for new architec-
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tures and techniques to translate some intelli-
gence from the server to the borders of the net-
work. This tendency can be observed in
next-generation networks, and also in new
emerging services. Traditional ones, like web
browsing and voice over IP (VoIP), have largely
used the concept of a proxy as a key component
that transfers workload from the core to the bor-
ders. This concept can also be applied to online
gaming service. In fact, many years ago this
architecture was proposed by Mauve et al. [2],
who studied the advantages of using proxies for
supporting online gaming. Bauer et al. [3] also
proposed the use of booster boxes which could be
placed next to the access router, enabling some
application functions to be assumed by the net-
work. If the network is smarter, some quality of
service (QoS) mechanisms can be implemented
in order to improve the users’ experience. A
proxy can automatically detect and multiplex
flows with the same origin and destination in a
transparent way.

One of the big issues regarding FPS traffic
deals with scalability: server-to-client traffic
amount roughly increases with the square of the
number of users, since the application has to
know the actions of the rest of the players
involved. The packets generated by the server
may increase their size as the number of players
grows, while the size of the ones generated by
the client remains constant. Consequently, if a
number of players are connected through the
proxy, the game server can send a single packet
to it, and the proxy will forward this information
to all the players. This can be thought as the first
utility of a proxy.

Other problems relative to client-to-server
traffic are, on one hand, that it consists of high
rates of small UDP packets, which entails low
efficiency; on the other hand, there is the high
number of packets per second the router has to
manage when many players share the same link.
In [4] the issue of the infrastructure for support-
ing games was studied, concluding that the most

stringent bottleneck can be the capacity of the
router for managing a big number of packets per
second, more than the bandwidth limit.

The use of proxies also allows us to use a
multiplexing technique when a certain number
of players share the same connection. Multiplex-
ing is a well-known idea that has already been
used for other services like VoIP, and can also
be applied in this scenario, simultaneously allevi-
ating both bandwidth and packets per second
problems.

In this article we present a multiplexing
method for online gaming traffic that can be
used when many players share the same route in
the context of a game provider using proxies. It
will be tested for client-to-server traffic of FPS
games, as this traffic represents a good example
which comprises three main characteristics: very
stringent delay requirements, high overhead, and
big amounts of packets per second.

The remainder of the article is organized as
follows. The next section presents different net-
work infrastructures where proxies can be
applied. We then summarize the method pro-
posed to optimize the traffic of FPSs. After that
we present details, and discuss the tests and
results, and the article ends with the conclusions.

NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURES
There are different infrastructures where proxies
can be applied: they can be managed by the
access provider, by the final users, or by the
game provider. Logically, they can be combined
in different ways.

ACCESS PROVIDER AND FINAL USERS
Figure 1a shows a proxy next to the access
router, managed by the access provider, which
obtains information on the network state and
makes decisions in order to improve quality. It
could implement some standard functions capa-
ble of working for many different games, bring-
ing more opportunities to generate revenues.

Figure 1. Network infrastructure: a) proxy managed by the access provider; b) software proxy; c) infrastructure of the game provider.
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The access provider can establish an agreement
with the user in order to optimize his gaming
traffic.

As an example of a real scenario with many
players sharing the same access, we can consider
an Internet café. Nowadays, they are a very pop-
ular way of accessing Internet services in many
countries. In [5], a study of the behavior of these
businesses’ clients was presented, and it conclud-
ed that online gaming is one of their most impor-
tant activities. Internet cafés are present all over
the world, but they have a special significance in
developing countries. The telecommunication
infrastructures vary from one place to another,
and sometimes they may not have the latest
access technologies, so techniques for bandwidth
saving are of great interest.

Another interesting question regards the
asymmetry of access technologies: while they
may provide an acceptable bandwidth in the
downlink, it is usual that the uplink has very low
speed. Thus, bandwidth savings for client-to-
server traffic may even be of greater interest.

Another option is the use of a software proxy,
which a group of users or the owner of the café
can install in their local networks (Fig. 1b). It
could be distributed with the game, as local
servers are.

GAME PROVIDER
As pointed out in the introduction, proxies can
be seen as an extension of the server, which del-
egates some tasks to them (Fig. 1c). The game
provider can use them to alleviate the work load
of the central server, avoiding bottlenecks by
sharing information and intelligence around the
network.

A proxy should be able to interact with the
others, so the traffic of many players will share
the same path, and an algorithm that achieves
bandwidth savings can also be very useful for
them.

These proxies could also achieve some other
advantages. If we look at Fig. 1c, perhaps Bob,
who has a wireless connection with a big delay,
will not be able to play against Alice or Dash,
but maybe his nearest proxy could manage a
suitable game with Helen and Jack. So some
proxies can manage their own games with the
players who are near them.

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
In this section we first summarize the character-
istics of FPS’s traffic, and then the multiplexing
method is presented.

FPS TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS
FPSs generate different traffic depending on the
moment. For instance, some TCP traffic can be
generated while the game is starting: map down-
loads and uploads, personalization of some
images of the characters, and so on. Neverthe-
less, in this article we only focus on active game
traffic (i.e., generated while the fight is going
on).

The traffic has two different behaviors: the
clients generate small UDP packets (typically
some tens of bytes) with different patterns for
interpacket delays. These flows carry the infor-

mation of the actions of the players to the serv-
er. The amount of traffic generated by a player
does not depend on the number of players of the
game. Only some consoles permit up to four
players to play the same game (e.g., Halo2 for
Xbox), so in this case the traffic generated by a
single machine can vary with the number of
players.

The server has to keep the state of the game
and communicate the movements of one player
to the rest, so the traffic generated by the server
grows with the square of the number of players.
These packets are typically bigger than the ones
generated by the clients.

Ratti et al. [6] presented a survey of the traf-
fic patterns of 17 different FPS games collected
from the literature. Each game is characterized
by four different statistical distributions: inter-
packet times and sizes for both client and server.
These statistics are interesting in order to con-
duct research studies, so their authors frequently
also perform comparisons of the proposed mod-
els and the real traffic traces, using Q-Q plot, K-
S test, or other statistical validations.

TRAFFIC OPTIMIZATION:
TUNNELING, COMPRESSING, AND MULTIPLEXING

In this subsection we summarize the proposed
method, which can save bandwidth and packets
per second. A more technical study of the the-
oretical savings can be found in [7].  The
method is based on TCM. It has been adapted
from the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) standard RFC 4170, which is capable
of obtaining bandwidth savings for Real-Time
Transport Protocol (RTP) flows. Logically,
there must be a counterpart: small delays will
be added to the packets, so we have to test
whether they are acceptable or impair the user
experience.

Figure 2a shows the protocol stack. First,
IP/UDP headers are compressed. A survey of
the different IETF header compression stan-
dards can be found in [8]. As a summary, we can
say that they use the repeatability of the headers
and the fact that many fields increase by one
from one packet to the next in order to com-
press them. The two parts share a context, that
is, the information necessary to rebuild the
headers at the destination. This context is trans-
mitted with the first headers and refreshed
whenever some field changes significantly.

Some standards compress IP/UDP/RTP head-
ers, while others only work with IP/UDP or
IP/TCP ones. Since our traffic is not RTP, the
two standards that are suitable for this work are
IPHC and ROHCv2. The first can compress IP
and UDP headers to only 2 bytes each. The sec-
ond is more recent and uses more sophisticated
compressing algorithms, but requires more pro-
cessing capacity.

Next, PPPMux is used in order to multiplex
packets, inserting a small header before each
compressed one. Finally, all the compressed
packets are encapsulated into a PPP packet and
sent using a Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP)
tunnel.

TCM defines a period at the multiplexer, and
sends a packet including all the received ones at
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the end of each period (Fig 2b). There are two
exceptions: when no packet has arrived, nothing
is sent; if there is only one packet, it is sent in its
native form, as the tunnel would only make it
bigger.

The added delay will be half the period on
average, plus processing delays. In the next sec-
tions we study whether these delays are accept-
able for players or not.

In this article we test TCM for client-to-serv-
er traffic for two reasons: first, since the packets
are very small, the overhead is expected to be
significantly reduced; and second, the existence
of many access networks with asymmetric band-
widths makes it more interesting to reduce band-
width and packets per second for the uplink.

Figure 3a illustrates the overhead problem of
real-time flows. In the figure, which is real scale,
we have first represented an IP/TCP packet of
1500 bytes, which is the maximum size in many
wired networks. This kind of packet can be typi-
cally used for non-real-time services like email,
web, FTP, and peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing
applications. It can be observed that its overhead
is very small. η represents the efficiency (i.e., the
relationship between the payload and the total
size of the packet at IP level). As an example of
the bad efficiency (33 percent) of many real-time
services, a VoIP packet is presented.

In the same figure, if we look at the FPS
(Counter Strike 1) server-to-client packet, we
can observe that the efficiency is worse (85
percent), but it can still be acceptable. Real-
time constraints make the application send
information at a high frequency, so the pay-
load is small, while standard Internet IP/UDP
headers need 28 bytes. Finally, if we look at
the client-to-server packets, we notice that the
efficiency has descended to 68 percent. So if
TCM is applied, we can pull it up to 83 per-
cent. The figure shows the savings achieved
for only four packets, but that number can be
significantly bigger.

Nowadays, IPv4 is slowly being replaced by its
newer version, IPv6, so we think it also has to be
considered. In [9] a report about the adoption of
this new version was presented. One of its draw-
backs is the introduction of more overhead, as
its header is 20 bytes bigger than that of its pre-
decessor. Figure 3b also illustrates the efficiency
problem, but using IPv6. It can be seen that
while the added overhead is not significant for
big TCP packets, its influence makes the effi-
ciency of client-to-server packets of the FPS
game fall to 56 percent. So in the scenario we
will find in a few years, the importance of band-
width saving techniques will necessarily grow due
to the full integration of IPv6.

To close this section, we show the theoretical
bandwidth savings TCM can achieve. We mea-
sure bandwidth saving (BS) as

(1)

If the period or the number of players grows, the
number of multiplexed packets will also grow,
and the common header will be shared by a larg-
er number of packets, making its effect become
smaller. The behavior of this saving is asymptot-

ic, as there is a limit we can never achieve, given
by the next expression,

(2)

where NH represents the normal header of a
UDP packet (28 bytes for IPv4 and 48 for IPv6),
MH is the multiplexed header (2 bytes), CH is
the expected value of the compressed header,
the size of which depends on the compressing
algorithm, and PS is the expected value of the
packet size.

We represent in Fig. 4 the theoretical values
of bandwidth saving for Counter Strike 1, using
IPv4, as obtained in [7]. The asymptotic behavior
can be observed for both parameters: number of
players and period. This must be taken into
account while setting the value for the period. If
we use a very big one, the bandwidth saving can
increase very little while the added delays can
significantly grow. As an example, if we look at
the 20 players graph of Fig. 4 b, we can see that
increasing the period from 25 to 50 ms will only
increase the bandwidth saving by 2 percent, so
such a big value for the period will not be inter-
esting.

Regarding the reduction in packets per sec-
ond, it can be seen that TCM sends a packet
every period, so the amount of packets per sec-
ond is roughly the inverse of the period, despite
the number of packets the game generates.

TESTS AND RESULTS
This section presents an analysis of the use of
TCM for eight different FPS games. They have
been selected in order to have a variety of inter-
packet delays and packet size behaviors. Simula-
tions have been conducted using both real and
synthetic traces.
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Figure 2. TCM behavior: a) protocol stack; b) multiplexing policy.
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TEST METHODOLOGY

As previously mentioned, there are in the litera-
ture many studies related to the behavior of dif-
ferent FPS games. In our research, we have tried
to use real traces in order to achieve better per-
formance and realism. Traces of five of the
selected games (Counter Strike 1, Counter Strike
2, Quake 3, Quake 4, and Wolfenstein: Enemy
Territory) are available at the web site of the
CAIA project (http://caia.swin.edu.au), well doc-
umented with information about the configura-
tion of each computer and the conditions in
which they were collected. In these five cases, we
have downloaded the original game traces, sepa-
rated the client-to-server traffic, and combined
them in order to obtain traces for 5, 10, 15, and
20 players. This can be done because of the
independence of client-to-server traffic with
respect to the number of players of the game. As

an example, the 20 players trace is the addition
of three traces: 9, 6, and 5 players.

For the other three games (Halo 2, Quake 2,
and Unreal Tournament 1.0) the traces have been
generated using theoretical models referenced in
the survey of Ratti et al. [6]. For Halo 2 we have
used the traffic of one player in a console.

Next, the traffic of each player is separated,
and the header compressing algorithm is applied.
Finally, simulation is used to multiplex all the
compressed flows using different values for the
period. For IPv6 tests, the sizes of the headers
have been properly modified in order to obtain
the correct packet size.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Fig. 5 we present four graphs for each game:
first, the histograms of packet size for IPv4
(including IP and UDP headers) and interpacket

Figure 3. Examples of packet efficiency for a) IPv4; b) IPv6. Packet sizes are real scale.
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time are presented. Next, bandwidth savings for
IPv4 and IPv6 are depicted as a function of the
period. For each game, we also present the year
and the engine it uses, and also the average
packet size for IPv4 and the number of packets
per second it generates.

A first observation that can be made is that
the saving graphs are the same as the ones
expected theoretically, like the ones in Fig. 4. As
an example, for Counter Strike 1 the biggest dif-
ference is about 1 percent.

Regarding packet size histograms, it can be
seen that there is a big variety: some of them,
like Halo2, only generate packets of a number of
different sizes; others, like Unreal Tournament
or Quake3, have a small range of sizes. But all
of them generate small packets: the averages
range from 57 to 79 bytes.

If we look at interpacket time histograms, we
can observe that some titles have very regular
patterns, like Unreal Tournament, which sends a
packet every 25 ms, or Counter Strike 1, which
in OpenGL graphic mode has two possible inter-
packet times: 33 and 50 ms. Others, like Counter
Strike 2 and Quake 4, have a bigger range of
variation.

With respect to bandwidth saving graphs, we
will make two observations: first, the titles which
achieve the biggest savings are the ones with

smaller packet sizes, like Unreal Tournament,
due to the important overhead they present. Sec-
ond, the games that generate the highest
amounts of packets per second are the ones that
achieve good results faster (i.e., with small val-
ues for the period). For instance, if we look at
the IPv6 graph of Quake3, we see that for 5
players and 5 ms the bandwidth saving is around
30 percent.

To summarize the results we have included in
Fig. 6 four different values for each title: first,
the obtained saving with a period of 10 ms for 5
and 20 players; next, the maximum saving
achieved in the simulations; and finally, the
asymptotic saving. Now, let us discuss the results
presented in Fig. 6.

A first question which has to be explained is
the difference between the third and fourth
columns. The differences are small (about 2 per-
cent), and are mainly caused by the asymptotic
behavior, but in some cases, especially for the
games which generate a high number of packets
per second, there is another limitation: if the
maximum size of a packet (1500 bytes) is
reached, a packet is sent and a new period is
started. This only occurs in Wolfenstein, Quake
3 and Quake 4.

Regarding the second column, which corre-
sponds to a small value of the period, it can be

Figure 4. a) Theoretical bandwidth saving for IPv4 as a function of the period and number of players; b) bandwidth saving as a function
of the period; c) bandwidth saving as a function of the number of players; d) packets per second as a function of the period.
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Figure 5. Packet size histogram at IP level for IPv4; interpacket time histogram; bandwidth saving for IPv4; bandwidth saving for IPv6.
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seen that all the games achieve good results for
20 players. This means that with a big number of
them, the behavior will always be good. But if
we look at the first column (which is the same
value but for 5 players), we can observe impor-
tant differences between titles. Once again, the
games with high amounts of packets per second,
like Quake 3, achieve good results even with a
small number of players.

For IPv4, the maximum achieved savings range
from 26 to 36 percent, whereas for IPv6 they go
from 40 to 52 percent. The difference between
the savings of IPv4 and IPv6 is around 15 percent.
Logically, the extra overhead introduced by IPv6
makes the method achieve better results.

SUBJECTIVE EVALUATIONS
In the title of the article we talk about not
annoying the players. Is this true? We have
achieved bandwidth savings, but obviously there
is a counterpart, which in our case is delay and
jitter. The delay is mainly produced by the reten-
tion time in the multiplexer, which is half the
period average. A small processing delay is also
added. On the other hand, some delays may be
reduced because of bandwidth savings (e.g.,
buffering delays). Finally, some jitter is added, as
some packets are delayed more than others.

Other parameters like packet loss are not
directly affected by TCM, although the loss
probability can be modified by the increase of
packet size. There is also another effect: band-
width saving reduces the saturation of the router,
so the loss probability may be reduced. But these
two effects are not direct, so they will not be
deeply studied here.

There are some studies concerning the behav-
ior of gamers that recommend the delay not be
over 200–225 ms. Other studies have developed
perceived quality models, similar to the ones
that exist for VoIP. We will use one of them as
an example to find out whether the subjective
quality will be harmed by TCM: Quake 4 G-
Model [10]. Based on subjective tests, a formula
for the mean opinion score (MOS), which ranges
from 1 to 5, was developed. It has a network
impairment factor, and the MOS is obtained
using a polynomial function depending on it. If
delay and jitter are added, it goes down.

We have used the presented results for Quake
4, and some new calculations have been per-

formed in order to analyze the G-Model results.
They are based on the delay and jitter added by
TCM. We have obtained that MOS can be above
3.5 using a period of 20 ms with 20 players if
network delay is also 20 ms. But if network delay
is 40 ms, the period has to be reduced to 15 ms.
MOS can be above 3 with 40 ms of network
delay even with a period of 45 ms.

CONCLUSIONS
This article has presented a method to be used
by the network infrastructure in order to save
bandwidth when many flows of FPS games share
the same path. It is based on tunneling, com-
pressing, and multiplexing many packets into a
bigger one.

The scenarios of interest have been discussed,
showing that smarter network infrastructures
would be interesting in order to improve the
quality experienced by the gamers. These users
are very difficult to satisfy, as they are very sensi-
tive to delays and other network impairments.

The proposed method presents good perfor-
mance: 30 percent of bandwidth can be saved for
IPv4. This figure rises up to 50 percent for IPv6.
Finally, it has been shown that the proposed
method does add delay or jitter, but they do not
impair the experienced quality.
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